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TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
*education - general *East Asia and the Pacific


*education - general *tourism destination - diverse aspects *sustainable tourism

The learning tourism destination: the potential of a learning organisation approach for improving the sustainability of tourism destinations / Karin Schianetz, Lydia Kavanagh, David Lockington // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1483-1496

*education - plans and programs *Australia and Oceania *East Asia and the Pacific


*education - students


*education - teaching faculty *Asia

Asian tourism educators: view of their employment and possibilities for interaction with industry / Philip L. Pearce // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism : the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 7 (2007), No. 1, 63-76
*educational institutions* *education*


*employees* *tourism and culture, arts*


*human resources* *tourism and employment*

Human resources in tourism: still waiting for change / Tom Baum // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1383-1399

TOURISM AND ECONOMY

*air transportation* *catering - nonaccommodation facilities*


*catering - nonaccommodation facilities* *management of catering enterprise*

The perceived fairness of waitlist-management techniques for restaurants / Kelly A. McGuire, Sheryl E. Kimes // The Cornell Hotel and restaurant administration quarterly. Vol. 47 (2006), No. 2, 121-134

*costs of catering enterprise* *economic incentives in tourism - other methods*

Adjusting input-output models for capacity utilization in service industries / Ya-Yen Sun // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1507-1517

*costs of catering enterprise* *hotel industry* *East Asia and the Pacific*

Cost structure and productivity growth of the Taiwanese international tourist hotels / Ching-Fu Chen, Kwok Tong Soo // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1400-1407

*cruising* *image and brand*


*cruising* *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general*


*development plans of catering enterprise, controlling*


*development plans of catering enterprise, controlling*


*economics of catering enterprise, finances* *hotel industry*


*entrepreneurship* *catering enterprise* *management of catering enterprise*


*internal organization of catering enterprise* *economics of catering enterprise, finances* *hotel industry*

The procurement process in the hotel industry / Nadia Pavia, Sasa Ivanovic // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 637-642

*internal organization of catering enterprise* *economics of catering enterprise, finances* *hotel industry*

management of catering enterprise *hotel industry *East Asia and the Pacific
private sector - specific issues *small and medium entrepreneurship *hotel industry
signposts *transport *tourism destination - diverse aspects
tourism and foreign trade relations *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems
Tourism and empirical applications of international trade theory: a multycountry analysis / Allan Webster ... [et al.] // Tourism economics: the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 4, 657-674
tourism satellite account (TSA) *tourism sector in national economy
Contrasting the uses of TSAs and CGE models: measuring tourism yield and productivity / Larry Dwyer, Peter Forsyth, Ray Spurr // Tourism economics: the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 4, 537-551
tourism sector in national economy *inbound tourism *Spain
tourism sector in national economy *sustainable tourism *quality in tourism
Tourism specialization and environmental sustainability in a dynamic economy / Fabio Cerina // Tourism economics: the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 4, 533-582
tourism sector in national economy *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems *statistical series
transport *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems *island tourism
water transportation *physical (regional) planning - examples *Croatia
Town-maritime passenger port interface in the Republic of Croatia - basic factor of their successful development / Alen Jugovic // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 701-710
TOURISM AND MARKET
*competitiveness *hotel industry *Croatia
consumer behaviour and experience *satisfaction
Assessing customers’ emotional experiences influencing their satisfaction in the lodging industry / Heesup Han, Ki-Joon Back // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 23 (2007), No. 1, 43-56
consumer safety and security
Safeguarding your customers: the guest’s view of hotel security / Julie Feickert ... [et al.] // The Cornell Hotel and restaurant administration quarterly. Vol. 47 (2006), No. 3, 224-244
examples *marketing in tourism - other *hotel industry
Segmentation by visitor motivation in three Kenyan national reserves / Adam Beh, Brett L. Bruyere // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1464-1471

The role of brand affiliation in hotel market value / John W. O'Neill, Qu Xiao // The Cornell Hotel and restaurant administration quarterly. Vol. 47 (2006), No. 3, 210-223


Web-based permission marketing: segmentation for the lodging industry / Eric T. Brey, ... et al. // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1408-1416


The experiences of long distance walking: a case study of West Hoghland Way in Scotland / Lysiane den Breejen // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1417-1427


Prerequisites to the success of hotel products / Vlado Galicic, Slobodan Ivanovic // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 557-570


A managerial approach to positioning and branding eponymous or efficient / K. W. Kendall, Dogan Gursoy // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 473-483


Tourists' intention to visit a country: the impact of cultural distance / Siew Imm Ng, Julie Anne Lee, Geoffrey N. Soutr // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1497-1506


The "sleeping giant": Leisure tourism branding of a business tourism destination / Margaret J. Daniel // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 387-396
*image and brand *host population attitudes *urban tourism

Brand Cairns: an insider (resident) stakeholder perspective / Bill Merrilees ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 409-417

*image and brand *mass tourism *segmentation *East Asia and the Pacific

Towards a competitive destination brand in a mass market / Liping A. Cal, Henry (Haichun) Qiu, Guoxin Li // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 409-417

*image and brand *mountain tourism

The Alps : challenges and potentials of a brand management / Harald Pechlaner, Frieda Raich, Anita Zehrer // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 359-369

*image and brand *preferences


*image and brand *tourism destination - diverse aspects

Destination brand personality: visitor perceptions of a regional tourism destination / Laurie Murphy, Pierre Berckendorff, Gianna Moscardo // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 419-432

*image and brand *tourism destination - diverse aspects

**Bibliographies**


*image and brand *urban tourism *United Kingdom


*perceptions *ecology - general *island tourism


*preferences *hotel industry


*preferences

How affective commitment boosts guest loyalty (and promotes frequent-guest programs) / Anna S. Mattila // The Cornell Hotel and restaurant administration quarterly. Vol. 47 (2006), No. 2, 174-181

*psychology of tourism *examples


Revisiting plog’s model of allocentricty and psychocentricty ... One more time / Stephen W. Litvin // The Cornell Hotel and restaurant administration quarterly. Vol. 47 (2006), No. 3, 245-253
*satisfaction *market research *East Asia and the Pacific


*satisfaction *market research

The impact of customer-to-customer interaction and customer homogeneity on customer satisfaction in tourism service - the service encounter prospective / Cedric Hsi-Jui Wu // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1518-1528

*satisfaction *quality in tourism


*tourism and linguistics *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general *Croatia

The present position and future prospects of the German language in Croatian tourism / Nevenka Blazevic, Maja Blazevic // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 693-700

*tourism and linguistics


*travel risks

Subjective food-risk judgements in tourists / Svein Larsen ... [et al.] // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1555-1559

TOURISM AND SPACE

*carrying capacity *tourism destination - diverse aspects


*horticulture *theme parks, amusement parks *Switzerland

Constructing urban green spaces: an application of Kelly’s repertory grid / Robert Home, Nicole Bauer, Marcel Hunziker // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 47-52

*specific attractions *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems *Australia and Oceania

The determinants of cluster activities in the Australian wine and tourism industries / Peter Taylor, Pamm McRae-Williams, Julian Lowe // Tourism economics: the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 4, 639-656

*terrorism *tourism destination - diverse aspects


TOURISM POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

*investments *island tourism *tourism in developing countries *sustainable tourism


*investments *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - methods and instruments *Croatia


*investments *tourism and other economic sectors *island tourism


*prospects, brochures, leaflets *image and brand


*tourism publicity and information - forms and instruments *marketing in tourism - other

The impact of using non-media information sources on the future use of mass media information sources: the mediating role of expectations fulfillment / Claudia Seabra, Jose Luis Abrantes, Luis Filipe Lages // Tourism management: research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1541-1554
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*tourism publicity and information - specific issues
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
*Switzerland

There is a market for destination information brochures - but is there a future? // Christian Laesser // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 27-31

STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN TOURISM
*e-business *quality in tourism

The development of an e-travel service quality scale // Chang-Iuan Ho, Yi-Ling Lee // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1434-1449

*reservation and distribution systems *sustainable tourism *examples


*reservation and distribution systems *tourism and informatics - other

The role of logistics information system in the business-decision process // Vlado Galicic, Ljubica Pilepic // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 571-582

*reservation and distribution systems


*tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems
*motivations *tourism and regional development
*Austria

Destination goods as travel motives - the case of the Tirol // Anita Zehrer, Hubert Siller // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 39-46

*web pages *Croatia

Croatian tourism web site as text type // Ibriga Bosnar-Valkovic, Anamaria Gjuranc-Colo // Tourism and hospitality management. Vol. 13 (2007), No. 3, 733-746

WEB PAGES *e-business *travel agencies - activities and instruments


TYPES OF TOURISM
*adventure tourism

Adventure tourism products: price, duration, size, skill, remoteness // Ralf Buckley // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1428-1433

*business tourism *image and brand


*business tourism *urban tourism *Ireland


*concerts *motivations *heritage tourism *United Kingdom


*congress tourism *tourism economics *Italy

Congress tourism and leisure tendencies with special focus on economic aspects // Harald Pechlaner, Alice Zeni, Frieda Raich // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 32-38

*domestic and ethnic tourism *image and brand
*perceptions *Australia and Oceania


*event tourism *management of catering enterprise

*festivals *mega-events *tourism and regional development


*festivals *tourism and social aspects *tourism and culture, arts *United Kingdom


*festivals *tourism and social aspects *tourism and regional development


*heritage tourism *the Netherlands

Heritage attractions and the case of the Dutch windmills / Omar Moufakkir // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 5-6, 493-497

*heritage tourism *event tourism *tourism and culture, arts *Spain


*island tourism *travel risks *Cyprus *Malta

Modelling international tourism and country risk spillovers for Cyprus and Malta / Suhejla Hoti, Michael McAleer, Riaz Shareef // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 28 (2007), No. 6, 1472-1484

*mega-events *ports *image and brand

Events framed by the mass media: media coverage and effects of America’s Cup preregatta in Sweden / Jasper Falkheimer // Event management : an international journal. Vol. 11 (2007), No. 1-2, 81-88

*mega-events *ports *North America

Perceptions of the last privately funded Olympic Games: the Atlanta case / Brian J. Mihalik, Melih Madanoglu // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 12 (2007), No. 3-6, 485-491

*mega-events


*religious tourism *tourism and regional development


*rural tourism *other incentives


*rural tourism *tourism and social aspects


*senior citizens’ tourism *consumer behaviour and experience *Austria

The changing travel behaviour of Austria’s ageing population and its impact on tourism / Claudia Möller, Klaus Weiermair, Eva Wintersberger // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 15-20

*senior citizens’ tourism *consumer behaviour and experience *Switzerland

Senior and non-senior traveller behaviour: some exploratory evidence from the holiday rental sector in Switzerland / Kristian J. Sund, Philipp Boksberger // Tourism review. Vol. 62 (2007), No. 3-4, 21-26

*senior citizens’ tourism


*sustainable tourism *tourist supply - general and characteristics

Eco-accommodation - international / Mike Ball // Travel and tourism analyst. (2007), No. 20, 1-42

*urban tourism *heritage tourism *historical-cultural-artistic resources *Spain

Old city, new image: perception, positioning and promotion of Budapest / Laszlo Puczko, Tamara Ratz, Melanie Smith // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 22 (2007), No. 3-4, 21-34
